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ABSTRACT:
Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS), Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) and Vehicle based Laser Scanning (VLS) are widely used
as data acquisition methods for 3D building modelling. ALS data is often used to generate, among others, roof models. TLS
data has proven its effectiveness in the geometric reconstruction of building façades. Although the operating algorithms used
in the processing chain of these two kinds of data are quite similar, their combination should be more investigated. This study
explores the possibility of combining ALS and TLS data for simultaneously producing 3D building models from bird point of
view and pedestrian point of view. The geometric accuracy of roofs and façades models is different due to the acquisition
techniques. In order to take these differences into account, the surfaces composing roofs and façades are extracted with the
same algorithm of segmentation. Nevertheless the segmentation algorithm must be adapted to the properties of the different
point clouds. It is based on the RANSAC algorithm, but has been applied in a sequential way in order to extract all potential
planar clusters from airborne and terrestrial datasets. Surfaces are fitted to planar clusters, allowing edge detection and
reconstruction of vector polygons. Models resulting from TLS data are obviously more accurate than those generated from
ALS data. Therefore, the geometry of the roofs is corrected and adapted according to the geometry of the corresponding
façades. Finally, the effects of the differences between raw ALS and TLS data on the results of the modeling process are
analyzed. It is shown that such combination could be used to produce reliable 3D building models.

1.

object. Nevertheless, that kind of data is even rarely acquired and requires knowledge in signal processing techniques.

INTRODUCTION

Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS), Terrestrial Laser Scanning
(TLS), and Vehicle based Laser Scanning (VLS) are widely
used as data acquisition methods for 3D building modelling.
The main advantage of the laser scanning technique is that it
allows to directly collect georeferenced sets of dense point
clouds. Over the last decade, many significant developments
in the field of laserscanning acquisition techniques have
been performed. Also the laser data processing tools are
constantly being improved (Shan and Toth, 2009).

In all cases, ALS does not directly provide complete 3D
models since they do not completely cover building facades.
The acquisition angle and also the street narrowness make
the façade acquisition difficult. In this case TLS and/or VLS
are used. They provide high details point clouds at ground
level since the access to the facade is facilitated.
In this context, a combination of ALS and TLS/VLS data
for producing 3D building models simultaneously from a
bird’s point of view and pedestrian’s point of view is
suggested. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2
gives an overview related to LiDAR data processing. The
test site and the used datasets are introduced in section3.
Section 4 and 5 explain the processing chain developed for
ALS and TLS data modeling respectively. The combination
of both is discussed in section 6.

ALS data are widely used in the production of Digital Terrain Models (DTM) and rough building models. The suitability of ALS techniques for 3D object reconstruction has
been proven over the last decades. Nevertheless, the automatic generation of DTM as well as 3D building models
remains an unresolved issue. This is essentially due to the
weakness of information often given by the second echo
compared to the first one. Actually, when this one is reliable, it helps to distinguish points belonging to the ground
and non-ground surfaces (Tarsha-Kurdi et al., 2006). But in
most cases, it is not always separable from the first one
(Pfeifer et al., 1999). Currently, researchers rather use fullwaveform ALS data which provides the complete waveform
of the backscattered signal produced by the illuminated

2.

RELATED WORK

This section gives an overview of the main processing
operations applied on ALS data as well as TLS and VLS
data. Concerning the processing of ALS data, it starts with
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the segmeentation of acqquired points in
nto terrain andd offterrain claasses. Then thee buildings ou
utlines are extrracted
automaticaally from the off-terrain class. Globallyy two
approachees are followed for the top
pic of LiDAR data
segmentation and modeliing: approachess based on rasteerized
he raw cloud ppoints.
LiDAR daata and approacches based on th
In the firsst approach, Digital
D
Surface Models (DSM
M) are
produced bby interpolationn of raw point clouds.
c
Advantaage of
this approoach is that the whole conventional
c
iimage
processingg algorithms caan easily been applied.
a
Approoaches
based on the point cloudds use generallly similarity crriteria
such as tthe co-planarityy for segmentting the cloudd into
classes. A combination of
o both approacches takes advaantage
a 2007).
of the beneefits of both (Tarsha-kurdi et al.,

Figure1.
F
Panoraama of photograaphs covering th
he main
facaades of INSA SStrasbourg
d in this projeect have been acquired
a
in
The ALS data used
2004
4 with the senssor TopScan O
Optech ALTM 1225. The
pointt cloud covering the INSA is ddepicted in Figu
ure 2.

metric
TLS dataa has proven its relevance in the geom
reconstrucction of building façades more particularlyy the
regular onnes. The modeling is carried ou
ut either by meaans of
geometric primitives or by
b meshing tecchniques. In thee first
t point cloud is the
case, extraaction of planarr clusters from the
key of the geometric moddeling. Many algorithms
a
havee been
proposed. They can be
b arranged in
i two categgories:
algorithmss based on votting techniquess such as RAN
NSAC
and Houggh transform and
a
algorithms based on meerging
principles such as surfacee growing (Bou
ulaassal et al., 2 008).
As regardds to VLS daata, they are rarely studiedd and
processed in the purpose of producing co
omplete 3D buiilding
uisition of the vvisible
models. Thhe interest focuuses on the acqu
part of faacades from mooving vehicles. The challengge for
mobile maapping is the diirect georeferen
ncing of the acqquired
point clouud. Main diffficulty for theese systems iss the
adequate ssynchronizationn of the compo
onents involvedd, i.e.
GPS/IMU//Laser system
ms. Vehicle-baased laser m
mobile
mapping ssystems can prooduce data in the
t same veloccity as
that of a vvehicle. This higgh productivity
y requires proceessing
methods w
which have to be
b automatic and robust. Althhough
the operatting algorithmss used in the processing
p
chaain of
TLS and VLS data aree quite similarr, their combinnation
needs to be investigated.

Fiigure2. Airborne laser scanner data of INSA buildings
b
The TLS data used in this study is a point cloud acquired
a
by
a Trrimble GX laseer scanner. Thee VLS data seet has been
colleected by Optecch LYNX Mobbile Mapper. This
T
system
has two
t
rotating laaser scanners m
mounted on thee back of a
vehiccle. The techniccal specificatioons of datasets used
u
in this
work
k are summarizeed in Table 1.

(Haala et aal., 2008) havee used the pointt clouds collectted by
the mobilee StreetMapper system to refin
ne the planar faaçades
of an exiisting 3D buildding model. The
T coarse buiilding
model hass been generatedd previously fro
om ALS data. IIn this
way, the fine geometricc details of bu
uilding façadess like
b
added usinng the
windows, balconies or orrnaments has been
mobile m
mapping data. The authors define the ovverall
geometry of buildings inn using a polyheedral approxim
mation.
More detaails can be fouund in (Becker & Haala, 20077). In
terms of aacquisition preecision, VLS data
d
have also been
analyzed bby (Alshawa ett al., 2009). The same authorss have
also preseented first stepps in VLS data segmentationn and
edge extraaction. Work wiill continue on this
t path.

Teechnical speciffications
ALS
TLS
TopScan
T
Trimble
(Optech
GX
AL
LTM 1225)
((Trimble)
2.3
3 points/m²
185
ppoints/m²

Sensor
S

Point
density
d
Spatial
S
reesolution

Points/
P
dataset
d
3.

DATA DESCRIPTIO
ON

VLS
LYNX
(Optech)
80
points/m²
p

0.66 m
(roof)

0.07 m
(façade)

0.11 m
(façade)
(

±26°

-22° to
+38°

360°

61 618

4 335 496

659
6 920

Tablle 1. Technical characteristics
c
oof the ALS, TL
LS and VLS
dattasets used in thhis study.

Data used in this paper iss composed of ALS, TLS andd VLS
data coverring roofs and facades of the Graduate Schoool of
Science annd Technology (INSA) of Strasbourg. The sschool
is compossed of several buildings,
b
them
mselves compossed of
many plaanar surfaces describing diffferent archite ctural
elements ((roofs, window
ws, planar wallss) and characteerized
by differennt materials (cooncrete, glass, stone).
s
Some paarts of
the studiedd façades are shhown in Figure 1.

It is noticed that point densitiess are averagess computed
based on 5 sampless of each dataseet. The spatial resolutions
u
equation nn° 1:
(SR) are deducted using

ܴܵ ൌ
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ALS and T
TLS/VLS poinnt clouds are registered in the same
coordinatee system. The different
d
scans can
c be merged iin the
same spacce, as shown in Figure 3. Neveertheless some shifts
between cllouds will be nooted in section 5.

0

Figure 33. Merging of diifferent datasetss: ALS point clooud
(green), V
VLS point cloudd (red) and TLS
S point cloud (bblue)

30 m

Figure 5. Mask
k of the INSA bbuildings underr study
4.

ALS DAT
TA MODELLING

Oncee the building mask is extrac
acted, the proceess of roof
modeling can starrt. To do thiss, the outline edges are
t
DSM im
mage. Then, they are
extraacted from the
recon
nstructed in order to obtainn a vector mo
odel of the
build
ding outlines. Afterwards,
A
plaanar clusters of
o roofs are
extraacted using an improved RA
ANSAC algoritthm. These
planees provide info
ormation about the componentts of a roof
(num
mber, geometry,, slope of roof ssections) and th
he height of
the building.
b
Based
d on these param
meters, a 3D model
m
of the
build
ding can be produced.
p
Façaade models aree therefore
obtaiined by projecction of roof ccontours onto the
t ground.
Figu
ure 6 presents the reconstruccted edges of the INSA
build
dings outlines, firstly in 2D thhen in 3D afteer extrusion
operations.

The proceessing of ALS data is carried
d out accordinng the
et al.
approach developed in our
o group by (Tarsha-Kurdi
(
2008). Firrstly, the point cloud is transformed into a DSM
using a nnearest neighbbor interpolatio
on. The topoloogical
original reelationships betw
ween points, in the sense of reelative
height varriations betweenn neighboring points,
p
are presserved
by this inteerpolation. Theen segmentation
n is performed oon the
DSM in oorder to separaate the off-terraain points (buillding,
vegetationn, trees) from the
t ground poin
nts. Figure 4 sshows
the DSM oobtained for thee point cloud prresented in Figuure 2.
The pseuddo-colors are rellated to the altittudes (in meterss).

(a)
Figure 44. DSM of INS
SA buildings pro
oduced from AL
LS
p
point
cloud
28 m

The seconnd stage consistts in the discrimination of thee offterrain poiints into vegetaation and buildings. The inputt data
of this stepp is the calculaated off-terrain mask containinng all
off-terrainn objects, the DSM
D
and the original
o
point ccloud.
Figure 5 ddepicts the resullts of the buildin
ngs mask extraaction,
for buildinngs which heigght is higher th
han 5 m. Under
er 5m,
the buildinngs are not deteected.
(b)
gure 6. Building
gs models reconnstructed from ALS
A data;
Fig
(a)) 2D outlines off buildings; (b) ssimplified 3D buildings.
b
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As it can bbe seen, the 3D
D model of the building obtainned at
this stage, based only on ALS data is siimplified. If thee roof
geometry m
might be improoved (through further
fu
processinng), it
is not posssible for the faççades. In these models
m
one notees the
lack of arcchitectural detaails such as opeenings. That’s w
why it
is interestiing to completee this model by
y adding the miissing
elements ffrom ground lasser data (VLS and/or
a
TLS).
5.

nding common points or comm
mmon geometricc primitives
in fin
in bo
oth clouds and in performing an ICP (Iterattive Closest
Poin
nts) process to bring them closeer.
Then
n the process off façade modellling can start based on the
wholle point cloud. The first step consists in sam
mpling data
in order
o
to remov
ve redundant points. To do
d this, an
algorrithm looking for
f points whosse coordinates are
a equal at
±1/10 mm has beeen developed. The number of
o points is
reduced after this saampling.

GROUND DATA
D
MODEL
LLING

As mentiooned above, thhe ground laseer data impliess data
coming frrom TLS and/oor VLS data. These
T
two kinnds of
point clouuds are compplementary. Beefore modelingg the
building ffacades, it is necessary
n
to pu
ut together TLS
S and
VLS dataa. Obviously, the TLS dataa is considereed as
absolute reeference, becauuse its georeferencing is consiidered
to be moree accurate than that of the VLS
S.

Releevant features like main ffaçade plane are firstly
extraacted via a segmentation
s
aalgorithm. The building
studiied in this paper is composed m
mainly by planar surfaces.
Therrefore, the auto
omatic segmenttation algorithm
m proceeds
to th
he decompositio
on of the point cloud into a seet of planar
clustters. The raw point
p
cloud has a thickness co
oming from
the effect of surrface roughneess, object co
olors, TLS
resollution capacitiees, registration ooperations and noise. The
planees are thus ap
pproximated byy planar clustters having
somee specific thickness. Thereefore, a toleraance value
descrribing the autho
orized thicknesss around a plan
ne has been
set. For
F reaching a reliable and reealistic façade model, the
RAN
NSAC algorithm
m has been opt
ptimized at seveeral stages.
Moree information about
a
the segm
mentation algorithm can be
foun
nd in (Boulaassaal et al., 2008).

Figure 7 ppresents the meerging of pointt clouds acquireed by
static and m
mobile mappinng systems only.

The segmentation algorithm
a
is inteended initially to segment
only one façade. The datasets studied in thiis paper is
comp
posed of many facades. Thereeby, the point clloud shown
in Fiigure 3 must bee decomposed in
into individual façades. To
do th
his, the building
g facades obtainned from ALS (Figure 6b)
are useful.
u
These façades
f
are deffined by polyg
gons which
vertiices are know
wn in 3D cooordinates. Eacch polygon
correesponds to at least
l
one façadde in the terrestrial point
cloud
d dataset. Poin
nts of the pointt cloud, which distance to
the polygon
p
is ± 2m
m are considereed to belong to the façade.
The superimpositio
on of the outliines of façades extracted
from
m ALS data and the point cloud
uds of façades provided
p
by
VLS
S/TLS is depicteed in Figure 8.

(a)

(b)

Figu
ure 8. Superimp
position of terreestrial data of faaçades (sky
blue) and outlines of
o façades obtaiined from ALS data (black
contours))
n each façade iss segmented sepparately using the
t adapted
Then
RAN
NSAC algorithm
m mentioned ppreviously. Seegmentation
resullts obtained over all facades aare presented in
n Figure 9.
Since the raw cloud of a planar ssurface has a th
hickness as
menttioned in section 5, a toleraance value describing the
autho
orized thicknesss around a planne is set. In ou
ur case, this
valuee has been set to
t 2.5 cm for T
TLS data and 4 cm for the
merg
ged TLS and VL
LS data.

(c)
LS and VLS po
oint clouds: (a) T
TLS
Figure 7.. Merging of TL
point clouud; (b) VLS pooint cloud; (c) Merged
M
point cloouds
The mergiing has been performed
p
after registration off both
point clouuds. Since no sppecific targets have
h
been plac ed on
the façadee before data capture, the reegistration has been
performedd based on com
mmon existing elements.
e
It coonsists
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Figure 99. Segmentationn results obtain
ned on a VLS/TL
LS
mergged point cloud. Each color dep
picts one planarr
archittectural elementt.
ure 11. Combination of vectorr models of INS
SA façades
Figu
and segmented
s
ALS
S point cloud.

Afterwardds, based on the segmentation results,, the
automatic extraction of edges can bee achieved for each
architecturral element. Ann automatic exttraction algorithhm of
facade contours has beeen developed to extract the laser
points describing the conntour of openings or edges bettween
walls. It is based on an automatic anaalysis of a Delaaunay
d point cloud. B
Based
triangulatiion applied on the segmented
on these results, the geeometric recon
nstruction algoorithm
produces a vector modeel of the façade. The contourrs are
e
based oon the
decomposed into straighht and curved edges,
hen, the geom
metric
criterion of point’s coollinearity. Th
reconstrucction of edges is
i performed baased on the stuudy of
their geom
metric characterristics, as well as their topoloogical
relationshiips. The vector model of each planar cluster aand of
the edges that describe the façade eleements is avaiilable.
More infoormation about this step of reeconstruction caan be
found in B
Boulaassal et al..(2010). Figure 10 shows the vvector
model off the multiplee facades com
mposing the IINSA
buildings.

The planar clusterss of the roofs are modeled in
n the same
way that terrestrial ones. Firstly, ppoint edges of each plane
e
using
g the same algoorithm develop
ped initially
are extracted
for TLS
T
data (Boulaassal et al., 22010). Figure 12 depicts
the result
r
of the com
mbination.

Figu
ure 12. Result of the combiination of vecttor models
obtaiined from airbo
orne (red color) and terrestrial data (blue)
The effect of differences in data qquality can be remarked
r
in
del. As expeccted, polygonss of roofs
the resulting mod
prod
duced from airb
borne data do nnot perfectly su
uperimpose
with those produced
d from terrestriial data. Shifts of
o about 75
cm are
a observed between
b
ALS and TLS poly
ygons more
partiicularly along the
t Z axis direcction, as shown
n in Figure
13.

Figure 100. Vector modeels of segmented building faacades
shown in ffigure 9.
At this staage, it is interesting to comb
bine these resuults to
those obtaained from ALS
S processing as it is explained in the
next sectioon.

6.

C
COMBINATIO
ON OF AIRBO
ORNE AND
GROUND DATA
D
MODEL
LLING

As shown in section 4, ALS
A data are ussed to generate more
h models of faccades.
or less dettailed roof moddels and rough
Figure 11 shows the vecctor models of façades depictted in
ments extractedd from
Figure 10,, combined withh the roofs segm
ALS dataa. It should bee noticed that, for ALS dataa, the
tolerance vvalue set for plaanar cluster deffinition was 40 ccm.

Figu
ure 13. Shift between vector m
models. The red
d plane lies
75 cm
m over the right position
Such
h shift can be explained byy differences in
n terms of
accu
uracies of raw
w data, and in terms off modeling
param
meters. For instance, in the segmentation process of
VLS
S/TLS data, on
nly 2 cm are used as threshold value
aroun
nd planar clusters against 400 cm in the seegmentation
process of ALS data. The terrestriaal vector modeel should be
used
d as reference model in ordeer to correct th
he airborne
georeferencing.
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7.

CONCLUSION
Pfeifer, N., Reiter, T., Briese, C., Rieger, W., 1999. Interpolation of high quality ground models from laser scanner data
in forested areas. Joint Workshop of the ISPRS working
groups III/5 and III/2 , La Jolla, CA, USA, Nov. 9 – 11
1999.

The point cloud acquired by an airborne LiDAR system and
combined to VLS and TLS point clouds represent a model
in itself, since the set of points provides a primary
description of the buildings geometry. However, integration
and management of these raw data in databases is
problematic because of the huge amount of points. The 3D
geometric modelling seems to be a good solution to this
issue. Our approach enables the transformation of a model
composed of points to a model composed of a small number
of geometric shapes. In this form, the model is a starting
point for other types of information, such as semantic and
architectural information.

Shan, J. and Toth, C.K., 2008. Topographic laser ranging
and scanning – Principles and Processing. Taylor and Francis Group. 590 pp.
Tarsha-Kurdi, F., Landes, T., Grussenmeyer, P., 2008.
Extended RANSAC algorithm for automatic detection of
building roof planes from Lidar data. The Photogrammetric
Journal of Finland. Vol. 21, n°1, 2008, pp.97-109.

Properties of ALS, TLS and VLS data are different since
they are collected in different ways. However, these
differences can be exceeded by taking benefit from each one
of them. TLS data must be used as geometric reference
because the georeferencing and generally the inherent
geometry of the clouds are more accurate than that of ALS
data. Therefore the vector model of the roofs obtained from
ALS data processing can be improved. ALS data is useful
for a coarse modelling of façades which helps in the
localization of individual façades and determining the hold
of building. We can state that the airborne and ground
LiDAR data are complementary if the georeferencing is
controlled and corrected before processing. In that case,
complete and reliable 3D models of buildings can be
obtained.

Tarsha-Kurdi, F., Landes, T., Grussenmeyer, P., 2007. Joint
combination of point cloud and DSM for 3D building
reconstruction using airborne laser scanner data. 4th IEEE
GRSS / WG III/2+5, VIII/1, VII/4 Joint Workshop on
Remote Sensing & Data Fusion over Urban Areas and 6th
International Symposium on Remote Sensing of Urban
Areas. 11-13 April, Télécom Paris. 1-4244-07125/07/$20.00 ©2007 IEEE, 7 pp.
Tarsha-Kurdi, F., Landes, T., Grussenmeyer, P. and Smigiel,
E., 2006. New approach for automatic detection of buildings
in airborne laser scanner data using first echo only. IAPRS
Vol. 36, part. 3, pp. 25-30.

In the future, more efforts will be achieved in the statistical
study of combination of datasets coming from several laser
scanning systems. The contribution of each processing steps
in terms of processing time and disk space gain will also be
studied.
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